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About This Game

Enter the lost world of Kairo. Explore vast abandoned monuments. Bring strange and ancient machinery back to life. Slowly
uncover the true purpose of Kairo and fulfil a great destiny.

Kairo is an atmospheric 3D exploration and puzzle solving game. Developed by Richard Perrin the creator of the white chamber
with music by Wounds (Bartosz Szturgiewicz).

Key Features

 Exploration - Travel through a strange world full of abstract architecture. Each room is unique so there's always
something new to find.

 Puzzle Solving - Repair ancient forgotten machinery to slowly bring the world back to life.

 Enviromental Storytelling - Exposition without the traditional dialogue or text. The story of Kairo is told through the
world itself. The things you find will slowly help you unravel the true purpose of this mysterious land.

 Atmospheric Soundtrack - The music helps shape the land and will fill you with an equal measure of wonder and dread.
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I give it a 10 of of 10 on the WTF scale: because WTF is this?! Kairo is waaaay over my head: good luck to the intrepid souls
who try to tackle this... game? A thouroughly confusing and disorienting experience.. A really relaxing game to play with a
guide.. I liked Kairo, I enjoyed the puzzles, I enjoyed beating the game and I definitely feel like I got my $$$s worth -- but when
you get to the ending, the game gets pretty disjointed. The tone of the ending really doesn't fit at all with the atmosphere of the rest
of the entire game, and there's no resolution of anything at all.

So, if you like very abstract puzzley stuff with no narrative whatsoever and a deeply ominous atmosphere, jump in. But don't
expect it to go anywhere beyond that.
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